The Beginners Guide to
Concert Photography

PREFACE

HI, MY NAME IS MATTHIAS HOMBAUER.
I spent years as a frustrated Ph.D. student in a research lab, until I
discovered my passion for music photography. “But how can I start as
a Rockstar Concert Photographer?”, I asked myself. As there was no
“how-to” guide, I decided to try to find my way through trial and error.
I made every mistake you can think of and learned from them. Once I
recognized a dead-end, I went back to the beginning and walked another
route. When I started, I had no professional training in photography and
I didn’t have a clue about the music business.
Over the last six years, I’ve shot more than 1000 concerts and taken
more than 100,000 photos for bands such as Iggy Pop, The Prodigy,
Foo Fighters and Rammstein, to name but a few. My pictures have been
featured on album covers, tour posters and magazine publications. My
last adventure as tour photographer for Shantel and Fink took me to
Mexico, Canada, England, France, Belgium, Greece and Austria.
I’m also a tutor in Music Photography at the Manfrotto School of
Xcellence, I’m published in international magazines and blogs such
as Rolling Stone, Peta Pixel and Huffington Post UK, I give public
presentations and have had several successful exhibitions.
As you’re reading The Beginners Guide To Concert Photography, I’m
guessing you’re interested in becoming a music photographer. If I can
hazard a guess, I would say your passion for music and photography
brought you here. I am a strong believer in the following quote from
Steve Jobs: “Your work is going to fill a large part of your life, and the
only way to be truly satisfied is to do what you believe is great work. And
the only way to do great work is to love what you do.” Once you’ve found
your passion, it doesn’t matter what it is, it will never feel like work again.

You’ll feel motivation for your projects you’ve never felt before and your
passion will drive you to create quality work that matters. Once you see
your pictures throughout the world as tour posters or as album covers,
you’ll know what I mean.
My aim with this ebook is to help you get started as a concert
photographer. I know it can be scary in the beginning but, don´t worry,
this ebook wilI guide you through your first concert shoot step-by-step
and I´ll show you how to get awesome concert photos.
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“ MATTHIAS HAS SHOT US A FEW TIMES LIVE AND HE ALWAYS
CAPTURES THE ENERGY OF THE BAND ON STAGE WITH ... FIRE !!!! “
THE PRODIGY

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING:
“In less than a few months I‘ve gone from
photographing people i barely know to people
i have idolised since i was a child. This PDF has
given me more than i could ever give back!!!
It has changed my career for the better!! You
have no idea how happy and thankful I am!”
— Rachel

“I‘m sooo happy to have found you! I
downloaded the ebook last night, literally
drank it in before I went to sleep (then dreamt
I was shooting a gig - no idea who). Anyway, I
think the journey is really about to begin. Let‘s
go!“
— Justine

“I started music photography and shooting
local shows because of your web page and i
decided to give it a try and it‘s the best thing
i‘ve ever done. Thank you for all the advice you
give.”
— Irene

“My friend introduced me to your page recently
after finding out that I‘m shooting bands and
concerts a lot. I thought I was good enough but
after your tips and lessons I have to say that
my work is improving a lot. Not to mention
that more and more (local) bands are asking
for photos now. Thank you so much for that, it
means a lot!”
— Helena

“Thank you! Your project has been a game
changer and it really has helped me a lot
even though I thought I knew it all before. It‘s
happening this week! I step into the big arena
to shoot The Deftones. Super excited, this is
my first official “big” venue pass. Couldn‘t have
done it without YOU! Thank you!”
— Joseph

“I’ve had your ebook for about 5 minutes now,
and have already learned so much! Thank you
so much for putting so much into educating
others!“
— Chelsea

“I’ve just found you to be SO helpful! My work
has LITERALLY done a 180 since I started
working with you. Like seriously. I‘m heading
out on a brief tour with Imagine Dragons on
Thursday.”
— Leavitt

“Thank you so much Matthias! I can’t tell you
how amazing it feels to take your advice and
request photo passes and be approved. Your
teachings are working! I was an artist for 10
years and never had this much satisfaction. I
owe you greatly.”
— Andrea

“Your site information and all of that, really
helped me kickstart my passion for event
photography. I borrowed the first DSLR I ever
touched 2 weeks before Hellfest, studied your
info hard and got very awesome results in my
opinion given the training period and camera.
So I thank you kindly, once again, for that.”
— Chris
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Korn

Nikon D700

180mm @ f2.8

1/250sec

ISO 3200

BASICS, BASICS, BASICS

BASICS, BASICS, BASICS
It’s a Long Way to the Top (If You Wanna Rock ’n’ Roll) AC/DC
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BASICS, BASICS, BASICS

SHUTTER
SPEED

APERTURE

ISO

THE HOLY TRINITY:
APERTURE, SHUTTER SPEED AND ISO
Before you start your journey to becoming a Rockstar Concert Photographer, you need to master the basics of photography, such as aperture,
shutter speed and ISO. Fear not, this will be as short as a Punkrock song
from Millencolin.
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BASICS, BASICS, BASICS

Lets more light in

f/2.8

Large Aperture

Shallow DOF

Aperture Range

f/4

f/5.6

Lets less light in

f/8

f/11

f/16

Medium Aperture

Small Aperture

Depth of Field

Greatest DOF

APERTURE. The aperture is the opening within the lens and allows you to

select how much light hits the digital sensor of your camera. The larger the
opening, the more light can enter = large aperture. The stupid thing about
the nomenclature is that, when people are talking about a big aperture
they are referring to a small aperture number or f number. The aperture
is written on the lens as f1.8 (remember, small f number = large opening
= large aperture). On cheaper zoom lenses, you have two f numbers,
such as on a 18-55mm f3.5-5.6 lens. This means that at 18mm you’ll get
a maximum aperture of f3.5, whereas at 55mm you’ll get a maximum
aperture of f5.6 (equivalent to less light hitting the camera sensor).

Don’t be too baffled by this, just remember that for concert photography
we use fast lenses. With “fast” lenses I am referring to lenses with a small
aperture number such as f1.4, f1.8 or f2.8. That’s it. (These lenses also
tend to be the most expensive... but we’ll get into that a bit later.)
A small aperture number gives you a small DOF (Depth of Field). This
means that just a few inches of your photo will be in focus. For example, if
you focus on the eyes of your model using an aperture of f1.8, then the ears
will be out of focus. Therefore, it’s important when using small aperture
numbers, to always focus on the eyes of the musicians on stage.
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BASICS, BASICS, BASICS

SHUTTER SPEED. Shutter speed is the second component used to

achieve the correct exposure. “The shutter speed is the length of time
a camera’s shutter is open when taking a photo.” Huh? OK, that’s the
explanation from Wikipedia and it’s correct, but possibly not so clear.
How about this: when you press the shutter button on your camera, a
device called “the shutter” inside your camera opens and allows light
to pass from the lens into your camera body to hit the camera sensor
(at the same time, the mirror inside a digital DSLR (Digital Single Lens
Reflex) camera will move upwards). The time the shutter stays open
allowing the light to hit the sensor is called shutter speed. A fast shutter
speed e.g. 1/500 sec (a 500th of a second) can freeze moving elements,
a slow shutter speed e.g. 1 sec will give you a blurred photo if the object
is moving during this time. In concert photography, I shoot 100% of
the time with a fast shutter speed to get sharp photos of the artist. As
a rule of thumb: 1/focal length is the slowest shutter speed you should
use when hand-holding your camera because of camera shake (50mm
-> 1/50sec, 200mm -> 1/250sec, and so on). If the subjects are moving
and rocking (and the band members usually are), you’ll need even faster
speeds. So remember, you’ll get blurry photos because of your camera
shaking, or because the subject is moving too fast, but in both cases,
your shutter speed is too long to freeze the action.
ISO. Another important setting on your camera is the ISO value. ISO

refers to the sensitivity of your sensor (in analog times it was the
sensitivity of the film). The higher the ISO setting e.g 800, the less light
is needed for a correct exposure. However, the higher the ISO value, the
warmer the camera sensor gets and the more noise you will encounter
in your photos. Most of the time, you’ll find yourself dialing your ISO
setting up to at least 1600 to get a decent shutter speed in low-light
concert photography. There are ways to reduce the noise during
post-production, but the aim is to keep the ISO as low as possible.

Aperture, Shutter Speed and ISO are interconnected. If you change one
variable, you’ll have to adjust the others as well to get a photo with the
right exposure.
For example, you have your lens set to an aperture of f2.8 and you have
chosen an ISO setting of 200 on your camera. You’ll then have to adjust
your shutter speed accordingly to get the right exposure. Let’s pretend
your camera’s internal light meter tells you the correct shutter speed
for your settings is 1/20 sec. This is a long shutter speed and you’ll
probably get a blurred photo if you’re hand-holding your camera. So you
decide you want to have a faster shutter speed e.g. 1/320 (which is 4
stops faster than 1/20 -> 1/40 -> 1/80 -> 1/160 -> 1/320) so you have
to crank up your ISO to 3200 (from 200 > 400 > 800 > 1600 > 3200,
+4 stops).
Your camera offers many different ways to help you get the correct
exposure. Either use the Av (Canon), A (Nikon) (aperture priority mode:
you only set the aperture) or Tv (Canon), S (Nikon) (time or shutter
priority mode: you only set the shutter speed) mode and the camera
will set the other parameters accordingly. For full control, you have to
use the M mode (manual). This mode allows you to set your aperture,
shutter speed and ISO manually and you have total control of your
camera. This is where I want you to end up. When in Manual mode,
you have to check the exposure bar in your viewfinder (+….0….-). This
bar shows you the exposure the camera has measured through the
viewfinder. To get a well-exposed photo, you have to level it out to zero
by adjusting either aperture, shutter speed or ISO.
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The Black Keys

Nikon D700

100mm @ f3.2

1/400sec

ISO 400

SENSOR SIZE MATTERS
CROP SENSOR VS. FULL-FRAME. When I started out in photography,

I heard the term crop sensor vs. full-frame sensor in connection with
digital photography a lot. It took me a while to figure it out. If you’re also
feeling lost in the jungle of technical camera terms, let me try to explain.
OK, let’s go back to the good, old analog times. An analog camera which
takes 35mm films (the small film rolls, which were in fashion in the

80s) delivers negatives with a size of 24x36mm. This size is due to the
opening that lets the light pass through the camera and hit the film. The
24x36mm corresponds to the size of the sensor in a full-frame digital
camera. In a crop sensor camera the sensor size is smaller, or “cropped”.
Easy, right?
Let’s have a look at the advantages and disadvantages of these sensor sizes.

BASICS, BASICS, BASICS

FULL-FRAME sensor size 24 x 36 mm

CROP SENSOR cameras have a smaller sensor. Depending on the

Advantages:

camera manufacturer, you may need to multiply the focal length of
your lens with a crop factor e.g. Nikon 1.5x, Canon 1.6x.

Due to the larger sensor size, the sensor doesn’t warm up
as fast and you therefore get less noise in your photos at
higher ISO settings. With these cameras, it’s possible to reach
ISO values of up to 25600 and sometimes even more.
The focal length written on a lens refers to the focal length you
get when this lens is attached to a full-frame camera body.

Advantages:
Crop sensor cameras are cheaper and you will get a simple
camera and lens for a few hundred bucks.
Lenses for crop sensor cameras are cheaper.
Camera bodies are lighter and smaller in size.

Depending on the lens, the bokeh (the blur or the aesthetic
quality of the blur in out-of-focus areas) has a nicer quality
compared to crop sensor cameras.
Disadvantages:
Camera bodies such as the Nikon D800, D4 or Canon 5D Mark
III are very expensive and will cost you as much as a used car.
Larger in size and weight.
Lenses that are designed for full-frame cameras are more
expensive (with some exceptions, such as the 50mm f1.8).

Disadvantages:
Due to the smaller sensors, noise is more dominant in the
photos and the available ISO values are smaller e.g. 3200 will
probably be the highest setting.
It isn’t a wise decision to use your crop sensor lenses on a
full-frame body (you can actually do this, but the result
transforms your expensive full-frame camera into a low
megapixel machine).
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Are you still with me? One more thing, which is neither an advantage nor
a disadvantage, just something you have to take into account:
Your 50mm lens (the focal length will be written on the lens itself)
attached to a crop sensor camera body is no longer a 50mm! What???
Are you kidding me? Give me the guy whose idea this was and I’ll
%&/(*?. That’s what I was also thinking when I first realized how stupid
this nomenclature is, and after the number of workshops I’ve given, I now
know that most students of photography have never heard of this before.
So what does it mean?
If you have a 50mm lens on a crop sensor camera body, you have to
multiply the focal length with a crop factor e.g. 1.6 for Canon (50x1.6 is
80mm). So the 50mm lens you thought you had, is an 80mm lens on the
camera. Confused? Read the last sentence again and I’m sure you’ll get it.
To add to the fun, the crop factors for Nikon, Canon, Sony and Pentax are
all different, but in general you get a similar focal length.
This was a short digital photography 101, which is crucial to understand.
I want you to succeed as a concert photographer and therefore it’s
necessary to know the basics. If you are aware of certain things at the
start, it will help you avoid wrong decisions when buying your future
camera equipment. I am aware that all of you have a different starting
point as photographers. Some of you might never have heard of aperture,
whereas others know the basics by heart already. However, I had to start
somewhere and decided to include this short, basic chapter in order to
get everyone to the same level.

Rammstein

Nikon D700

145mm @ f2.8

1/400sec

ISO 800

GEAR FOR BEGINNERS (ON A BUDGET)

GEAR FOR
BEGINNERS
Smells Like Teen Spirit Nirvana

(on a budget)
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Skunk Anansie

Nikon D700

86mm @ f3.5

1/500sec

ISO 1600

GEAR FOR BEGINNERS (ON A BUDGET)

So, you’ve made your decision! You want to become a Rockstar Concert
Photographer and you need some input regarding the right camera
equipment. These steps are crucial, otherwise you’re just wasting
money on photography stuff you don’t need (yet). Let me show you my
suggestions for gear for starters:

FIRST CAMERA: CROP SENSOR DSLR
First you’ll obviously need a camera. There are hundreds of different
cameras from various manufacturers in different formats such as
compact cameras, DSLRs or micro four thirds (M43) systems. If you’re a
tech junkie, go ahead and read all the reviews and reports on the web. I’m
sure you will successfully procrastinate for the next few months, reading,
thinking, discussing and rethinking the choices over and over again.
If you want to get out to a concert as soon as possible, get yourself a
good DSLR and don’t think about it anymore. It doesn’t matter which
brand you choose. I use Nikon, others use Canon and there are others
who use Sony. Nikon and Canon are the biggest players in the market
and offer a wide variety of lenses. Just go to your local photography
store, hold some and decide which camera body best fits in your hands.
(I really don’t care which camera you are using. What I do care about is if
you’re using a Mac! ... Just kidding :-)).
As previously discussed, the ISO capability of your camera is key in
concert photography. Depending on your budget, try to buy a crop
sensor DSLR camera with a maximum ISO setting of at least ISO 6400.
You will be faced with low lighting conditions on stage and therefore
need the option to set high ISO values. Remember, the higher the ISO
setting on your camera, the warmer the camera sensor will become,
which will lead to higher noise levels in your photos.

Crop sensor DSLRs are mostly available as a kit package together with a
lens. You can get a decent camera body with a lens such as an 18-55mm
f3.5-5.6. This kind of lens is good for “everyday” photography purposes,
like travel and birthday parties outside, but they are absolutely useless
for concert photography. So, as well as your kit lens you will need to get
another lens, or save some money and opt for a “body only” purchase.

FIRST CONCERT LENS: 50MM F1.8 PRIME LENS
For novice concert photographers on a budget I would recommend
the cheap 50mm f1.8 prime lens (it’s available for all brands and is a
no-brainer!), because of its ability to shoot in low-light at its highest
aperture setting. This lens is made of plastic, is small, lightweight and
unobtrusive. The “Nifty Fifty” – also called the “plastic fantastic” – has
saved me more than a few times when the lighting technician seemed to
be asleep and the stage was almost pitch black. For small stages, a 50mm
lens is a good compromise to get a head shot of the lead singer and
a full-length shot of the drummer (depending on how big the stage is).
You might ask, “but what about zoom lenses? I can have all focal lengths
covered in one lens. Why should I buy a prime lens?”
Here’s the deal. The kit zoom lenses that come with cameras have
smaller apertures (higher aperture numbers). By using an aperture
of e.g f5.6, less light passes through the lens (compared to f1.8), which
will result in a lower possible shutter speed. From my experience, an
aperture of at least f2.8 is a necessity in concert photography and
therefore a cheap zoom lens is not an option for using as a concert
photographer. You can get zoom lenses with an aperture of f2.8, but
they are expensive and not worth the money when shooting your first
concert.
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Be careful! The 50mm lens will effectively be an 80mm (50mm x 1.6 on
Canon, for example) on your crop sensor DSLR. You’ll lose the standard
focal length but when first starting out, that’s absolutely fine. If you
already have the 50mm f1.8 and you have the feeling that you need
a wider lens, then check out a 35mm f1.8 lens (which will be 50mm on
your crop sensor body).
MEMORY CARD: A good storage capacity is 8, 16 or 32 GB. Instead

of getting one 64GB card, get two 32GB cards in case one of them dies
during a concert. I personally prefer the ones from SanDisk. A word
about speed: like most things in this industry, the faster the better. The
different manufacturers offer a variety of write speeds. The faster the
write speed of your memory card, the faster you can take a succession of
images without having to wait for the camera to catch up.
CAMERA STRAP: Don´t you hate the classic camera strap that you get

with your camera? If you are constantly moving the camera swings in
front of your chest all the time, your neck hurts if you use heavier lenses
and you always have the feeling you have to protect it by holding and
stabilizing it with one hand. To avoid these issues, I use a the Black Rapid
strap. Get one of these and you´ll enjoy shooting with your camera even
more.
EAR PROTECTION: Ear protection is a must in concert photography.

Your working environment has a sound level similar to sitting on a
bulldozer and if you plan to do this job for many years, you’d better start
off taking the right precautions. The go-to option is to get the same
professional ear protection musicians use. I got the Alpine MusicSafe
Pro professional ear protection and use them every time.

Slash

Nikon D700

200mm @ f2.8

1/400sec

ISO 400

WHERE TO SHOOT YOUR FIRST CONCERT

WHERE TO SHOOT
YOUR FIRST CONCERT
Purple Yellow Red and Blue Portugal. The Man
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WHERE TO SHOOT YOUR FIRST CONCERT

Great, you’ve now got your crop sensor camera with one or two prime
lenses waiting to get to their first concert.
When you’re new to concert photography, it can all be a bit overwhelming
at the beginning. Which clubs and concerts should I choose? What about
my camera settings? Will it be OK to be in front of the stage for the whole
concert? Do I need a flash? Should I ask the band beforehand? That’s
normal and I think every novice concert photographer was nervous and
anxious. So just grab my hand and we’ll do this together. Follow the next
steps and you will be able to get your first awesome concert photos. But
be careful, once you start doing this crazy job, you’ll easily get addicted to
it. Just a short warning :-)
Zola Jesus

Nikon D700

50mm @ f1.8

1/160sec

ISO 1600
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WHERE TO SHOOT YOUR FIRST CONCERT

START IN SMALL CLUBS
The first advice I can give you is to start taking photos of concerts in
small, local clubs. In these venues, you can almost always get in with your
DSLR camera without any limitations. This is the easiest way for you to
get some experience as a Rockstar Concert Photographer. Search your
local magazines, blogs or event webpages for bands you are interested
in taking photos of. And believe me, it doesn’t matter where you live,
there will always be a club with some bands playing. Once you’ve found
a concert you’d like to attend, (why not ask some friends who play in a
band and offer them your skills?) buy a ticket and make sure you’re
there on time. Being late to your first concert can give you a nervous
breakdown if you have to push through to the first row and fiddle
around with your camera settings whilst the band is already halfway
through their playlist. Not good. Be there at least 1-2 hours before the
show. If you recognize the band, either whilst they’re doing their soundcheck or hanging around in the club, kindly ask if they mind you taking
photos of them tonight. Most of the bands will be glad that there’s
someone who’s thrilled by their music and will see it as an honor to be
photographed by you.

but your photo will also look like sh*t. At this point, a lot of frustrated
beginners just take their cameras home and never shoot a concert again.
So what’s going on? Let me explain the situation in a small club and why
starting out as concert photographer is a lot harder than shooting the
Red Hot Chili Peppers on a big stadium stage.

THE MAIN PROBLEM IS THE LACK OF LIGHT ON STAGE!

Position yourself in front of the stage and respect other people who also
want to enjoy and have paid for the concert. Then the concert starts! All
of a sudden, the club lights go out, the only light is coming from some
blue and red spotlights flickering away, the band enters the stage and a
wall of sound smashes into your face.

Most of the concerts I started at only had a blue and red spotlight on
stage (two of the worst colors for digital sensors to handle!). As shown in
the previous scenario, putting your camera into automatic mode means
it will be guaranteed to fire its pop-up flash because it’s too dark. So you
have to suppress the flash. Chances are, your photos will be blurred
because the shutter speed will also be very slow. A camera in automatic
mode doesn’t know what kind of photo you want to take and tries to
figure out the best settings for you. You have no control of aperture,
shutter speed or ISO, so you’re a slave to your equipment. As we want to
be cool Rockstar Photographers, we have to let the camera know what
it should do for us. You want to get awesome concert shots and not the
ones you’ll find in a school newspaper. Hopefully you‘ll have learnt your
lesson and you’ll never use the automatic mode shooting a concert ever
again.

You grab your camera with your 50mm lens f1.8, set the camera to
automatic mode and — BAM — the little flash monster sitting on top of
your camera pops up and throws the ugliest light you can think of onto
the singer’s face. Not only is the poor guy half-blinded and irritated,

Getting back to the light. You’ll notice that there’s no fancy lighting
equipment on stage. Clubs often have their own lighting technicians
who aren’t familiar with the artist’s music, so don’t expect some freaking
awesome lighting effects matching the band’s sound.
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You will also notice that the lighting is mostly colored purple, yellow, red
and blue. All these beautiful colors smashed onto the blurred musicians in
your photos. Awesome, if you like the artsy side of photography, but that’s
not my style.
How can you take better photos than the other beginners also in automatic
camera mode? (Hint: see next page)

Tahiti 80

Nikon D700

70mm @ f2.8

1/200sec

ISO 6400

CAMERA SETTINGS FOR BEGINNERS

CAMERA SETTINGS
FOR BEGINNERS
Ready To Start Arcade Fire
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CAMERA SETTINGS FOR BEGINNERS

The correct camera settings are key to getting great photos in small and
murky concert venues and, as we have seen before, the automatic mode
on your camera simply won’t do the trick. Take the following basic camera
settings as a starting point. Get used to your gear, and learn where all
the buttons on your camera are located. You should be able to find and
change the settings even in a pitch black concert hall, because once you
know your gear, you can focus on more important stuff like the stage
performance.
Stereophonics

Nikon D700

24mm @ f2.8

1/320sec

ISO 1600
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CAMERA SETTINGS FOR BEGINNERS

USE APERTURE PRIORITY MODE (AV, A). In this mode you tell your

camera the aperture you want to use and the camera sets the shutter
speed accordingly. This is a great option for a beginner to use, because
you’ll be stressed enough with all the other things going on around you.
Appreciate this help from your camera.

is almost dark. When using spot metering mode, place the artist’s face
in the middle of your viewfinder and you’ll get the right exposure for it.
When using the Matrix (or evaluative) metering setting, the camera will
take a light reading at several points in the scene and you’ll probably get
overexposed faces if the background is dark.

USE YOUR LENS LOWEST APERTURE NUMBER. Set your aperture

USE AUTO WHITE BALANCE. This setting will give you the best

to the smallest number of f1.8, which reflects the biggest aperture on
your 50mm lens. This allows the most possible light to enter your sensor
and is a must-have setting in ultra low-light stage conditions.

results when you’re starting out.
USE AUTOFOCUS. Start by using the autofocus points in the camera

and let your camera do the work.
USE HIGH ISO. Start with an ISO setting of 1600. Take a photo and

have a look at the LCD monitor on your camera. Is the photo blurry?
Then your shutter speed is too slow. Crank up the ISO setting to 3200
and try it again.
USE SPOT METERING. Set your camera’s internal light meter to

spot metering. This takes a light reading limited to the center of your
viewfinder. When shooting concerts, you will often find yourself in a
situation where the artist is lit by a spotlight and the rest of the stage

USE JPEG FORMAT. Using the JPEG format means you won’t have

to process your photos afterwards. This format has limitations but as
a first step it’s absolutely fine. (For the people who disagree here, I’m a
100% RAW shooter, but I think when shooting their first concert, people
might not be familiar with post-processing RAW data. It might be too
frustrating and I want them to succeed from the get-go and keep their
motivation levels high.)

AN EXAMPLE OF APERTURE, SHUTTER SPEED AND ISO IN ACTION.

You set f1.8 and ISO 1600 and the camera gives you a shutter speed of
1/40 sec. This shutter speed might be too slow, resulting in a blurred
photo. You can’t reduce the aperture number since it’s limited on the
50mm lens to f1.8. However, you can crank up your ISO to, let’s say,
3200 (from ISO 1600 to 3200 is +1 stop), therefore your shutter speed
will be one stop faster at 1/80sec (from 1/40 sec -> 1/50 ->1/60 -> 1/80
sec., +1 stop). I want you to get a feeling for these numbers.

We now have an aperture of f1.8, ISO 3200 and a shutter speed of 1/80
sec. Are you still with me? If there’s action on stage and the musicians
are moving fast, you need a faster shutter speed. Guess what? We’ll
have to crank the ISO up to 6400. Now we’re approaching the technical
limits of crop sensor cameras. Remember, the higher the ISO the more
noise. If we use ISO 6400 we get a shutter speed of 1/160 sec, which
will probably get the job done.
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ADVICE DURING YOUR FIRST CONCERT

ADVICE DURING
YOUR FIRST CONCERT
Right Here, Right Now Fatboy Slim
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La Dispute

Nikon D700

14mm @ f2.8

1/250sec

ISO 800

ADVICE DURING YOUR FIRST CONCERT

You’ve dialed in the correct camera settings, the band is playing and you
start to shoot.
SOME ADVICE DURING YOUR FIRST CONCERT SHOOT:

As you’re standing in front of the stage in the crowd, be nice to other
people.
Switch your position from time to time and try to get other
viewpoints. Can you find a spot where you can get the band and the
audience together in one photo?
Never use a flash in front of the stage! Ever.
There’s no excuse for this one.
Wear ear protection to avoid ear damage.
Don’t be shy and push the shutter release often — no-one will notice.
It’s quite normal for me to take hundreds of photos at a concert.
All of a sudden, the band leaves the stage and the concert’s over,
although it feels like they only played for 10 minutes. When you’re
shooting concerts, time flies by and the only recall you’ll have of the last
hour will be the photos on your memory card.
Even if the circumstances are hard to manage, you have to start in these
small clubs. You have no photos to show, you have no experience as a
concert photographer and therefore, no-one will hire you. This might
sound rude, but I am being painfully honest. If you want to become a
Rockstar Concert Photographer, you have to start in these small clubs
and try to get some awesome shots.
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FOLLOW-UP AFTER
YOUR FIRST CONCERT
Midnight City M83
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TV On the Radio

Nikon D700

50mm @ f1.8

1/200sec

ISO 3200

FOLLOW-UP AFTER YOUR FIRST CONCERT

Congrats, you’ve completed your first concert shoot! What should you
do next?
After the concert, ask the band for an email address you can send the
photos to. No management, no club owner, no organizer involved. Just a
direct wire to the band. That’s what you want.
Once you get home, copy the files to your computer and open them in
an application which can easily manage the huge amount of photos
you’ll have. I use Adobe Lightroom 5 (Adobe Bridge or Apple Aperture
are other options). Here’s the hard part. Only select 40 of your best
photos. I know this can be tough, but you have to learn how to find the
throat punchers! Skip through your photos and once you feel you’ve
found a good one, mark it and carry on. After the first editing round, do
a second run where you select only 20 out of the 40 photos. The aim of
this method is to build a strong selection of the concert. Try not to lose
too much time in this process. With practice, you’ll get faster and the
selection will take you just a couple of minutes. “Nope, No, Negative, Uh,
Nope, YES, No, No way, What the f***, Nope, …”
Because I advised you to only shoot in JPEG format, you’re ready to
throw them out into the world. “But the guys on my photos look like
blue, red or green creatures from another galaxy!”, you might say. Uhm,
yes, unfortunately they will, because of the poor lighting equipment
in small venues. Flash is not allowed and bringing your own daylight
balanced light won’t work either. So here’s the secret. Have you ever
wondered why a lot of concert pics are converted into black-and-white?
Bingo! That’s the reason. Not only do you get rid of the awful color cast
but the noise from your high ISO setting is a lot less distracting, and adds
a “raw, sweaty and sexy” look to your photos. So convert your photos
into black-and-white and the musicians will look awesome again!

Export them at 72DPI and 1500 pixels on the longest side, put your
logo on them (watermark), and email them to the band. Say thank you
again for the great opportunity to take photos at their awesome gig and
explain that they can share your photos on their social networks for
free with your credits. If they like your pics, they will also mention you
in their comments and voila, you have your first concert shot with free
advertising out on the web! Here’s an important note: It’s OK for them
to use your pics for free on their Facebook page, BUT never let them get
your photos for free if the band wants to use them for press or promo
pictures. This includes tour posters, flyers, album covers/booklets,
merchandise articles like T-shirts, socks and underwear and whatever.
I know it’s hard in the beginning to resist a band’s request to use your
photos in their new album even though they won’t or can’t pay. But they
are also selling their music and not just handing out their album for free.
Think about it. Try to figure out a way that works for both you and the
band.
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PORTFOLIO AND WEBSITE

Once you’ve mastered your first concert, it´s time to get your work
seen by others. The only thing you should concentrate on in the
beginning is building a portfolio. A portfolio is an overview of your
best work. This has to be kick-ass! Your photos have to shine and
keep people mesmerized. You definitely only want to show your
“keepers” or shots you’re really proud of.
Go out and shoot 5-10 concerts with your 50mm f1.8 lens. This will
help you establish a working routine as a concert photographer.
After 2-3 concerts, you’ll be able to manage all the camera settings
and you won’t be as nervous anymore. You can concentrate on
the band’s stage performance, which leads to better photos. By
following this advice, you’ll be able to build up a portfolio with a
variety of bands to show people. It can take two weeks, one month
or longer. You decide your working speed, but the more often you
practice in front of a stage, the better you’ll get.
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PORTFOLIO EXAMPLE:
METALLICA
Ride The Lightning Metallica
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Metallica

Nikon D800

120mm @ f2.8

1/250sec

ISO 800

Metallica

Nikon D800

145mm @ f2.8

1/250sec

ISO 800

Nikon D800

80mm @ f2.8

1/250sec

ISO 800

Metallica

Nikon D800

80mm @ f2.8

1/250sec

ISO 800

Metallica

Nikon D800

80mm @ f2.8

1/250sec

ISO 800

Nikon D800

135mm @ f2.8

1/250sec

ISO 800

Metallica

Nikon D800

80mm @ f2.8

1/250sec

ISO 800

SUMMARY

SUMMARY
In The End Linkin Park
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Miley Cirus

Nikon D800

300mm @ f4

1/320sec

ISO 800

SUMMARY

Awesome! You’ve done your homework and you’re ready to start the
next level of becoming a Rockstar Concert Photographer!

Well, that‘s where “Shooting The Rockstars”, the first online academy for
concert photography, comes in!

You started with no equipment, you didn´t know the best camera
settings, you had no idea how to shoot a concert in super low-light situations and you didn’t have any direct contacts to bands. After reading this
ebook, you’ve metamorphosed into a concert photographer who’s smelt
the air of Rockstar Photographerdom!

“My only wish is that I had access to all the great video material like this
when I was starting out!” - Andreas

This was the first step and you’ve learnt how to get your foot into the
music photography business and which general settings you should
utilize to get concert photos that separate you from the audience with
their point-and-shoot cameras.

If you have any questions, feedback or you want to share your story get
in contact here: office@howtobecomearockstarphotographer.com

If you decide to stay at this level, that’s absolutely fine with me and you
can be proud of yourself that you’ve made it this far.
If you decide to climb up the next steps of the Rockstar Photography
ladder, the big question is:
How can I reach the next level in my concert photography career? This
might be reaching out to magazines to get press accreditations, it might
be shooting for bands directly or it might be wanting to earn money with
music photography.
I‘ve been through all of this and found a way to live my passion as a music
photographer. There are lots of industry secrets that nobody talks about
- it took me almost 8 years to reveal them!

Learn more about Shooting The Rockstars here:
http://shootingtherockstars.com
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FAQ

WHICH LENS SHOULD I BUY FIRST?

HOW MANY PHOTOS SHOULD I TAKE DURING A CONCERT?

Definitely a 50mm f1.8. It’s cheap, lightweight and can produce tack
sharp images in super low-light conditions.

As many as you need to get some kick-ass shots. Don’t be concerned if
you shoot 300 photos in five minutes. Rockstar Concert Photography is
probably one of the most challenging fields of photography.

CAN I USE THE KIT LENS I GOT WITH MY NEW CAMERA?

If you have a camera with an 18-55mm f3.5-5.6 lens then you‘d best
get shopping and buy the 50mm f1.8. Because of the higher aperture
number on the kit lens (f3.5-5.6) it’s not usable in low-light conditions
such as on-stage.

HOW MANY PHOTOS WOULD YOU CONSIDER GOOD

IS F1.8 A BIG OR SMALL APERTURE AND WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

JPEG VS. RAW

F1.8 is a small aperture number meaning a large aperture. Tons of lovely
light can pass through your lens to hit the sensor. Great for low-light
work.

I shoot 100% in RAW, especially when taking photos at a concert. If
you’re new to music photography and feel overwhelmed by all the
technical aspects of your camera, JPEG is possibly a better starting
point. Once you get more practice, switch to RAW.

OUT OF 200?

I usually find that out of 200, about 20 are good, 10 are really good and
1-3 are awesome.

CAN I USE FLASH IN CONCERT PHOTOGRAPHY?

You aren‘t allowed to use a flash in the photo pit, therefore the answer is
no.
SHOULD I USE THE BUILT IN AF LIGHT TO FOCUS BETTER WHEN

DO YOU SHOOT ALONE OR DO YOU HAVE ASSISTANTS?

When shooting concerts I always shoot alone. But I can‘t really think of
a useful task an assistant could help me with when in the photo pit at a
concert anyway.

DOING LOW-LIGHT WORK ON-STAGE?

No way! Even though it’s tempting, because your camera will have a
hard time focusing in the dark. The AF light is too distracting to the artist
and other photographers. Just wait for your camera to nail the focus.

CAN I BECOME A ROCKSTAR PHOTOGRAPHER IF I FOLLOW
YOUR GUIDE?

I hope so and I can guarantee that if you follow the steps I’ve described
in my guide, you’ll be well on your way to becoming a Rockstar
Photographer. BUT, you have to take action — simply reading my guide is
not enough. So, get searching, find some concerts in your neighborhood
and start shooting and learning.
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YOU WANT TO KNOW ALL THE SECRETS?
JOIN THE FIRST ACADEMY FOR CONCERT PHOTOGRAPHY!

W WW.S H OOT I NG THEROCKSTARS.COM
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